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What Makes for Good Radio Remote Controls? 

As with any industrial products, customers expect quality and 
dependability with radio remote controls. Beyond that, a good 
radio should be safe, durable, and have components that are easy 
to operate. When purchasing HBC Radiomatic radio remote 
controls, users should expect high-value radio systems that are 
known as the safest and most robust available on the market. 

With “safety-first” as the top priority, all HBC Radiomatic systems 
are designed to minimize any dangers that could influence the 
operation of remote radio controls. Frequency interference 
protection, fail-to-safe functionality, startup interlock, drop 
protection, and tilt protection are just a few features that make 
applying HBC Radiomatic remote controls safer.   

Who Uses Radio Remote Controls 
  
Kraft has specified radio remote controls for numerous 
applications in the mobile OEM market. Track-drive vehicles 
represent a large portion of Kraft’s HBC Radiomatic business. 
Applications include construction equipment, forestry equipment, 
agricultural machinery, mining equipment, emergency response 
vehicles, marine cranes, material handling equipment, and many 
categories of specialty machinery. 

“Our radio remote control clients are looking for the safest 
and most reliable performance to assist operating their 
machines. HBC Radios have a reputation of high-quality, 
durability, and the best safety in the industry. It’s easy to 
recommend HBC Radiomatic to our clients.”  
-Scott Durand, VP Sales & Marketing 

Successful applications result when the client can fully describe 
the equipment’s functionality goals. Kraft works directly with the 

client to identify their exact needs making sure the HBC 
Radiomatic system meets all requirements.  

IROCK TC-20 Rock Crushers utilize HBC Remote Controls 

 

Why Buy HBC Radio Remote Controls from Kraft? 
 
Kraft’s field sales and technical service departments are familiar 
with and have been factory trained on all HBC Radiomatic radio 
remote control products. The Mobile Hydraulic Experts at Kraft 
understand OEM off-road equipment, mobile hydraulics, electronic 
controls, and the need for safety when operating equipment via 
radio remote control. Our staff has specified hundreds successful 
radio remote control applications.    

Warranty 
 
HBC offers a two-year manufacturer warranty on complete radio 
systems excluding “wear” items, which carry one-year coverage. 
 
To learn more, call us at (800) 257-1155 or send an email to 
contact@kraftfluid.com.  


